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Mirror system:  Two mirror 5 point system. 
 
Object case: The image wheel is all glass; it’s side-lit and has a 6-tiered, 
fused and slumped top. It contains glass pieces, mostly transparent, lots 
of dichroic and a few pieces of opaque glass. All manipulated by hand. It 
also contains several slivers of agate that Charles cut and polished. 
 
External features: Charles did not keep track of the time spent making 
this scope, but it did take 23 firings in the kiln. Both the front and back 
incorporate extensive fusing and slumping with the assistance of a small 
kiln. It will only accommodate a maximum piece of glass 12” in length. 
Because the body of this scope is 13” long, it took multiple firings to 
attain this length. 

The body is made out of white glass which was then airbrushed to 
color it green. The focal point on the front is a large white ornament 
containing nine iridescent red glass discs. The three bands of white 
circles and the one elliptical band near the bottom are made of iridescent 
white glass stacked on top of clear glass which is then fused to the base 
glass, then slumped. 

The boughs of the tree were formed with brass tubing which he 
covered with solder. The ornaments on the ends of the branches are 
iridescent cranberry glass fused to dichroic glass. Since some dichroic 
glass shifts to a different color when cooked, he experimented with 
different colors of glass to get a variety of colored ornaments. These 
colors can only be seen from the front. From the reverse side, they all 
look red. These are all surrounded with decorative dimples of solder. 

The finial on the top of the scope is 4.5” long. The top nugget is 
surrounded with 7 spires forming it into a star; it is removable. The most 
notable feature on the back is the phase: Merry Christmas. He applied this 
with a very finely pointed brush; the gold and green stars are also hand 



painted. At his wife’s suggestion he applied a 5” diameter ring to the 
bottom for stability. 
 
 
Specifications: 19.25"  high, 15.25” wide, 5” deep.  Main 

cylindrical glass body is 3" in diameter and 13" 
in length. 
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